Abstract-In this paper, we characterize analytically the multiaccess interference in wireless code-division multiple-access sensor networks with uniformly random distributed nodes and study the tradeoff between interference and connectivity. To provide a guideline for improving system behavior, three competitive deterministic topologies are evaluated along with the random topology in terms of link-level and network-level (routing) performance. The impact of signature code length and receiver design on the network performance for different topologies is also studied.
It is well-known that MAI is a key factor in determining the performance (e.g., throughput) of a code-division multiple-access (CDMA) network [7] , [8] . Even if each node transmits at the lowest possible power to its intended receiver, lack of coordination (e.g., reservation [9] or request/acknowledgment [10] based transmission), and/or decentralized control mechanisms will result in a significant amount of interfering power from neighboring nodes. The interference problem becomes more severe as the node density increases, although at first sight a higher node density might otherwise help improve connectivity and network performance.
To avoid MAI altogether, Wieselthier et al. [11] considered an FH-CDMA-based system and proposed the use of small control packets to allocate frequency slots for data packets. Liu and Asada [12] proposed to contain MAI in a DS-CDMA-based sensor network through minimum energy channel coding and ON-OFF keying data transmission. In this approach, to deal with higher number of users, MAI is controlled by increasing the number of redundant bits (that is, lowering the channel code rate) at the cost of reduced information transmission rate. In [13] , Dousse et al. assumed a time-division multipleaccess (TDMA)-based channel access scheme on top of the CDMA codes to address the interference-related connectivity problem in a large ad hoc network. However, network (i.e., end-to-end routing) performance results were not presented. Muqattash and Krunz [14] proposed a controlled access CDMA protocol for wireless ad hoc networks, where out-of-band RTS-CTS (request-to-send/clear-to-send) packets were used to determine MAI before a data packet transmission and then the transmission power was adjusted accordingly. In terms of network connectivity, transmit power control-based connectivity maintenance in a random network setting was studied by Chen and Huang [15] . Kirousis et al. [16] provided a centralized algorithm for range allocation in a random network. Ramnathan and Rosales-Hain [17] studied topology control via centralized power allocation in static multihop networks and proposed heuristics to maintain connectivity in mobile multihop networks. Bettstetter [18] studied the relationship between -connectivity and node density for a uniformly random node distribution, where a graph is said to be -connected if each node pair is connected via at least mutually independent paths. Shakkottai et al. [19] studied network connectivity and coverage as a function of node coverage and failure probability under a grid topology, but did not take into account MAI and its impact on routing layer behavior. We note that, within the broad context of above-mentioned studies one also needs to consider the pertinent physical layer constraints. That way, for a given receiver structure and a corresponding acceptable 0733 -8716/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE packet error performance, an optimum (in some sense) network topology can be determined (or, conversely, for a given network topology, a receiver design can be cost-optimized to achieve a target error performance).
In this paper, we first analytically characterize the MAI in a wireless CDMA network embedded in a plane with a random topology and study the associated tradeoff with -connectivity. Instead of attempting to minimize MAI via controlled channel access (e.g., using ready-to-send-clear-to-send (RTS-CTS) or TDMA) or exclusively at the channel code design level, we propose to control MAI to a certain extent by proper placement/activation of nodes for a given signature code set and receiver structure, while maintaining the desired graph connectivity. To this end, we introduce a triangular topology. We study the link-level (i.e., single-hop) bit-error-rate (BER) performance of different network topologies, such as random, hexagonal, square grid, and triangular, using conventional matched-filter (MF), as well as MAI suppressive minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) receivers [20] under Gold [21] or other recently identified minimum total-squared-correlation (minTSC) code assignments [22] . Then, we study the network level performance (end-to-end throughput) of the various topologies under the two different receiver designs and signature code assignments. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first multilayer study that evaluates the tradeoff between MAI and -connectivity and captures the effects of physical layer MAI, receiver structure, and signature codes on network performance.
The main observations from our study can be summarized as follows. 1) Network topology plays an important role in receiver design simplification and, hence, realizing low-cost sensors. 2) Although the triangular topology requires slightly higher number of nodes and has slightly worse link-level MAI behavior compared with the two other regular topologies (square grid and hexagonal), the triangular topology has superior overall end-to-end routing performance with graceful degradation in the presence of node failures. This finding alone implies that one cannot evaluate system performance-based only on link-level studies. 3) Beyond a certain node failure rate, the network performance of a deterministic fixed regular topology can be significantly inferior to that of a dense random topology. We note that in practice we may approximate and maintain a regular topology by appropriately activating certain nodes in a random topology. In this context, it is important to study the performance of regular topologies since they give bounds on the performance that practical sensor networks can achieve and offer guidelines to desirable node placement/activation strategies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we derive the interference power distribution at a receiver in a wireless CDMA sensor network, where the nodes are randomly distributed. In Section III, -connectivity versus MAI tradeoff in a random topology network is discussed and three competitive regular topologies (hexagonal, square grid, and triangular) are introduced. Section IV contains the physical layer considerations on the system performance. Link-level and network performance results are presented in Section V. Finally, in Section VI, discussions on related work is presented and a few concluding remarks are drawn.
II. MAI IN SENSOR NETWORKS WITH RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED NODES
We assume that each sensor node is assigned a unique binary signature code. We note that we do not necessarily consider signature codes with perfectly zero cross correlation (such as the Walsh-Hadamard code sets) because of 1) the restriction in the number of available orthogonal codes (less than or equal to the given multiple-of-four code length) and 2) the loss of orthogonality in practice due to physical layer asynchronicity and/or multipath signal propagation. In general, due to nonzero cross correlation between node signatures, we understand that there is an upper limit in the number of simultaneously active nodes in the vicinity of a receiver (i.e., within the interference range of a receiver) so that the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) stays above a minimum operational threshold. Because of the assumed random deployment of nodes, it is not possible to pursue a deterministic solution on the maximum allowable number of simultaneously active nodes for a given target SINR. Instead, we will obtain the statistical distribution of interference power from a neighbor to the receiver under consideration, from which the expected total interference at a receiver can be obtained for a given node density.
To obtain the interference power distribution, we use the following assumptions and definitions.
• All nodes have an omni-directional transmit and receive antenna of the same gain.
• The receiving distance is defined as the maximum distance from which a receiving node can correctly recover a transmitted signal.
• The interference distance is defined as the maximum distance from which a receiving node can sense a carrier. Typically, [23] .
• With high probability, only one of the nodes within a certain minimum distance unit is active (i.e., participates in sensing and routing activities). When , we can safely assume that the spatial distribution of active nodes remains uniformly random.
• The signal power level at each receiver is controlled by the corresponding transmitter and is equal to the lowest possible operational threshold. Since the internodal distance varies randomly, the required transmit power is different for different transmitter-receiver pairs. Fig. 1 shows node as the receiver under consideration. Node , while transmitting to node , acts as an interferer to node .
In the following, unless otherwise stated, a variable in bold denotes a random variable (RV) and a variable in italics denotes a realization (sample value). 
A. Distribution of Interference Power
Let denote the maximum radio frequency sensing range . If represents the minimum possible distance between any two active nodes, the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the internodal distance under uniformly random node deployment over a two-dimensional (2-D) space is given by 
To determine the distribution of the transmit power from a node to a local neighbor , , we note that to achieve a desired receive power threshold , 1 the required transmit power increases with the distance raised to the power (ignoring for the moment shadowing effects which will be considered later in Section IV) (2) 1 One could instead consider average output SINR threshold-based transmit power control, which is arguably much difficult to achieve in a random node placement setting with distributed power control. In this paper, we are interested in the interference from a randomly located interferer and we determine transmit power values based only on sender-destination distances. 
Referring to Fig. 1 for illustration purposes, the distance of the interfering transmitter from the node of interest , , is an RV in and the interfering receive power at node due to transmitter is given by (4) In Fig. 2 , the horizontal axis represents the RV and the vertical axis represents the RV . Three different regions (zones) can be identified as follows. Zone 1 corresponds to the case , Zone 2 to the case , and Zone 3 to the case . With this breakdown, the cdf of is obtained as follows.
Zone 1:
.
Zone 2: .
Zone 3: .
Hence, from (5)-(7), the pdf of is (8) An illustrative example to be followed throughout the rest of our presentation is given below.
Example: Consider m, m, m, , and dBm. The pdf of as given in (8) is shown in Fig. 3 . The Monte Carlo simulated pdf plot is obtained by randomly placing 2700 nodes in a m rectangular area. Simulation and analytic results match well. In the very low interference power region there is a certain lack of sufficient simulation data because the probability of having a given transmitter-receiver pair decreases with distance.
Using our findings in (8), the mean value of the collected interference power from an interfering node is given by (9) for . Note that since in practice , we do not consider the case , which can be easily dealt with as a special case. 
Example (Continued):
From (9), we obtain dBm. Fig. 4 shows the impact of on the average interference power collected from a neighbor when varies from 1 to 7 m. We observe that decrease of increases the average interference power at a higher than linear rate.
We now proceed to obtain an expression for the average number of potential interfering neighbors around a receiver.
B. Number of Potential Interfering Neighbors
The area covered by the interference range of a receiver (for example, node in Fig. 1) is . If there are nodes that are uniformly random distributed over a region of area , the probability that a node has neighbors within the interference range is binomially distributed neighbors in the interference range (10) For and , the above binomial distribution is well approximated by the Poisson distribution neighbors in the interference range (11) where is the node density. Under the Poisson approximation, the expected number of nodes within the interference range of the receiver is for and (12) Example (Continued): With , m , and m as before, we obtain a mean number of nodes within the interference range of a receiver . Note that only a fraction of the nodes within the interference range will be actual interferers and this fraction depends on a node's transmission activity and idling (i.e., failure or dormant state) probability. We do not attempt to calculate analytically the average number of actual interferers at this time. The actual interferers will be determined as necessary in simulation-based performance studies in Section IV.
With this material in hand, we are now ready to examine the network -connectivity issue.
III. IMPACT OF NETWORK TOPOLOGY ON -CONNECTIVITY
Following Bettstetter [18] , we note that degree-of-connectivity implies that for all nodes in the network the minimum number of neighbors is greater than or equal to . For uniformly random distributed nodes, we can calculate all nodes have at least neighbors in the reception range (13) where . It is well understood that all nodes having does not ensure that the network (graph) is -connected. There can be isolated islands of nodes (forming a multicomponent graph) with each node still satisfying . Thus connectivity For asymptotically large networks , Penrose [24] proved that connectivity in prob. (14) i.e., is a tight upper bound on the probability of -connectivity of a network. As we have stated in the introduction, we are interested in studying the tradeoff between connectivity (for successful routing) and MAI. We use the example introduced in the previous section as an illustration of the effect of MAI reduction on network connectivity for randomly distributed nodes. Example (Continued): Consider again and m , which gives . Using (11), with replaced by and setting , we obtain no nodes within range . With m, (13) gives . Therefore, under this setting, the network satisfies one-connectivity (with probability close to 99.9%) and at the same time there is no active node around 1 m of the receiver (with probability 97.5%). To further reduce the interference power (cf., Fig. 4 ), we let m and keep no nodes within range . To satisfy this probability, the required node density becomes 0.002, or becomes 675 for the given fixed deployment area . If the receiving range of a node is kept fixed at 25 m, from (13), we have 10 . Hence, in attempting to reduce the interference, the nodes become practically isolated.
The above example shows that if the active nodes remain uniformly random distributed, then it is not possible to maintain a desired high degree of network connectivity and have low MAI at the same time. In the context of MAI versus connectivity tradeoff, we suggest that for a given (high) node density at the time of deployment, low MAI and high connectivity can be achieved when the nodes are selectively activated such that the set of active nodes at any time lies on the vertices of a regular polygon. The regular polygon can be a square, or a hexagon, or an equilateral triangle, for example. As seen in Fig. 5 , it is clear that with no node failures, the hexagonal topology offers three-connectivity, the square grid topology offers four-connectivity, and the triangular topology offers six-connectivity. We note that although we may not be able to achieve and perfectly maintain a regular topology in certain field applications, the performance of regular topologies (with no node failures) offers important bounds on the performance of practical sensor networks with distributed control.
To determine the number of nodes required in different regular topologies to cover an area , we start with the hexagonal topology, where nodes are placed over an rectangular area for some integer . In Fig. 5(a) , for example, and . The number of active nodes required for the grid topologyis . The corresponding number for the triangular topology is . The number of nodes, , required for the random topology to fill in the same rectangular space, while ensuring 1-connectivity with high probability can be obtained from (13), where . Table I shows that the regular topologies achieve a significant gain with respect to the random topology in terms of number of nodes required to cover a given deployment area with a network of connectivity at least one.
To study the relative performance of the random and three regular topologies in Table I , we assume that the receiving range of a node is equal to the arm length of a regular polygon (hexagon, grid, and triangle). The interference range is considered to be . Within the range, the hexagonal topology has 12 nodes, the grid topology has 20 nodes, the triangular topology has 18 nodes, and the random topology has 79 nodes on average [see (12) and the related example].
In the sequel, we will study the MAI and end-to-end routing performance of the three regular topologies (hexagonal, grid, and triangular) and compare them with the random topology. For this purpose, we first need to establish the physical layer of our system.
IV. PHYSICAL LAYER CONSIDERATIONS
We adopt binary-phase-shift-keying (BPSK) CDMA modulation. The continuous-time received signal after carrier demodulation is modeled as [25, Chap. 5] where is the signal energy at the receiver under consideration from the th transmitter within the interference range, is the th transmitted information bit with duration , and is the transmitter signature (spreading code) of the form where is the system processing gain (signature length), , are the assigned signature bits (or chips), for the th transmitter, and is the chip waveform (pulse) with duration . For normalized signatures
The received signal power due to node is dB. The additive noise process is assumed to be white Gaussian with power spectral density . The main attributes in a CDMA system that effect system cost and performance are: 1) signature codes and code length;
2) receiver design; and 3) CDMA signal synchronization. The relative performance of the four network topologies of interest is studied under the following system parameters.
1) Signature Codes:
We consider Gold sequences [21] of chip length , which can support up to 65 users. In pursuit of low computational cost receiver operations, which can be achieved via using signature sequences of shorter length, we also consider minimum total-squaredcorrelation (minTSC) codes [22] . We consider, for example, chip length that are available for any number of signatures/users up to 2 . Note that minTSC codes are also optimum codes as Gold sequences, and unlike Gold codes, which can be of length , , the length minTSC codes can vary widely (see [22] , for more details). When using a minTSC code set of length 15 in a regular topology, the receiver signal setup remains mostly underloaded (i.e., the number of interfering neighbors does not exceed 15). In contrast, in a random topology, the receivers are mostly overloaded (i.e., ). 2) CDMA Receiver: First, we consider the conventional signature MF receiver, which is simple to realize but may be rather ineffective in the presence of moderate to severe MAI. Then, we consider active MAI suppression via MMSE filtering [20] , which can be particularly important under overloaded signal conditions. 3) Signal Synchronization: Physical layer node/user CDMA signals can be either bit-synchronous or bit-asynchronous. We study both cases with the underlying assumption of chip-synchronicity. Additionally, we study the system performance in the presence (or absence) of log-normal shadowing. The path loss parameter is taken as 3.0. The log-normal path loss is calculated considering isotropic antennas of unity gain and operating frequency GHz. Assuming that (for tiny sensors) the largest physical linear dimension of the antenna is cm, we obtain the Fraunhofer distance [26, Chap. 3] m, which verifies that the nodes outside are indeed in the far field region, where the log-normal path loss equation is valid ( is the operating wavelength, where is the speed of light in free space). The path loss up to is obtained via the Friis free space equation [26, Chap. 3] . The standard deviation of the channel disturbance due to log-normal shadowing is considered to be dB. A fading margin of 8 dB is set when log-normal shadowing is taken into account.
The desired receive power threshold is dBm and the white Gaussian thermal noise power at the receiver is dBm. Hence, the desired signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold is 10 dB. Unless otherwise stated, the transmission probability of a node is fixed at .
V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, we present link-level (i.e., one-hop) BER and network (i.e., end-to-end routing) performance results for the four topologies (random, hexagonal, grid, and triangular) under various system settings. 
A. Link-Level Error Performance
When studying the link-level BER performance, we pick the receiver under consideration that is located well within the boundaries of the m field (i.e., at least m away from any boundary) to ensure that none of the potential interferers faces the border effect [18] .
For the random topology, only one of the nodes within m is considered potentially active. For the regular topologies, there are certain deterministic interference signal power levels depending on the location of the interfering transmitters. For example, in the hexagonal topology there are at most two interferers with dB (at distance ), at most six interferers with dB (at distance ), and at most three interferers with dB (at distance ). Fig. 6 shows the average number of interferers as a function of the transmission probability for the four different topologies. When , the maximum and minimum observed number of interferers in the random topology are 62 and 35, respectively. For the grid topology, these numbers are 16 and 12 and are maximum among the regular topologies when . Therefore, when using the low-cost short minTSC code set, the receivers of a regular topology remain mostly underloaded, whereas in the random topology they are heavily overloaded. Fig. 7 shows the relative performance of the three regular topologies, hexagonal, grid, and triangular, with MF receivers and Gold codes. With asynchronous signals [ Fig. 7 (a) and (c)], the hexagonal topology performs the best irrespective of shadowing effects as its number of potential interferers is much fewer compared with the triangular and grid topologies, respectively. We also note that even though the triangular topology has slightly fewer potential interferers, its MAI performance is somewhat inferior to the grid topology. This is because in the triangular topology, the interference SNR values at the receiver from farther away interferers are higher than the values for the grid (due to the specifics of the triangular node placement, cf., Fig. 5 ). For synchronous systems, performance differences are minimal and not worth mentioning. We do not present BER plots for MMSE receivers since under all circumstances (synchronous or asynchronous with or without shadowing) all three topologies have nearly indistinguishable performance.
With the understanding that among the three regular topologies the general link-level BER performance of the triangular topology is relatively the worst (although the difference is not very significant in most cases), we will compare the performance of the random topology to the triangular. In Fig. 8(a) and (c), we observe that with asynchronous MF receiver systems the random topology performs worse than the triangular with either short minTSC or long Gold codes. Usually, long Gold codes result in better BER (and more complex receiver). However, in the absence of shadowing effects, random topology with asynchronous, as well as synchronous receiver systems and long Gold codes performs even worse than the triangular topology with the short minTSC codes [cf., Fig. 8 , the triangular topology with minTSC codes performs slightly worse than the random topology with long Gold codes (specifically with asynchronous MF systems), indicating some sensitivity to channel conditions when short codes are used. In synchronous MF systems with or without shadowing, the triangular topology with either Gold codes or minTSC codes performs almost the same as the random topology with Gold codes.
When considering the interference suppressing MMSE receiver (Fig. 9) , we observe that the triangular topology with either short minTSC codes or long Gold codes performs practically the same as the random topology with long Gold codes with or without shadowing and with either synchronous or asynchronous receivers. However, the random topology performs worst with minTSC codes in all cases. In general, MMSE receivers (which are more complex) will result in much better performance than MF receivers.
From the above discussions, we observe that with a regular topology (such as triangular), short minTSC codes, which leads to low-cost sensors, may be used to achieve good performance, whereas with random topology, long Gold codes need to be used. With these observations in mind, we are now ready to study the end-to-end throughput performance of a network with different topologies (random, hexagonal, grid, triangular), codes ( Gold, minTSC) , and receiver structures (MF, MMSE).
B. Network Performance
To compare the end-to-end routing efficiency of the three regular topologies in the absence of node failures, we calculate the actual distances that are covered by an equal number of hops (i.e., while consuming equal transmit-receive energy). We observe that it is difficult to compare the efficiency along a general direction. Therefore, referring to Fig. 5 , we consider routing along 12 equispaced directions that are 30 apart starting at 0 with respect to the horizontal axis.
• Along 0 and 180 :
hops in hexagonal topology cover distance;
hops in both grid and triangular topology cover distance. Thus, in an equal number of hops (i.e., ) the ratio of distances covered in the hexagonal, grid, and triangular topology is .
• Along 30 , 150 , 210 , and 330 (we note that for the grid topology the true angles are off by 0.06%): hops in hexagonal topology cover distance; hops in grid topology cover distance; hops in triangular topology cover distance. So, in hops the ratio of distances covered in the three topologies is .
• Along 60 , 120 , 240 , and 300 (for the grid topology the true angles are off by 0.06%): hops in hexagonal topology cover distance; hops in grid topology cover distance; hops in triangular topology cover distance. Therefore, in hops the ratio of distances covered is .
• Along 90 and 270 :
hops in hexagonal topology cover distance; hops in grid topology cover distance; hops in triangular topology cover distance. Therefore, in hops the ratio of distances is . Considering all 12 cases above together, for an equal number of hops (i.e., ) along any of these 12 specific directions, the ratio of actual distances covered in the hexagonal, grid, and triangular topology is 1:1.02:1.16. We recall (Table I) that the ratio of the number of nodes required to cover a given rectangular area in the three topologies is 1:1.27:1.42. Thus, while the grid topology requires quite a larger number of nodes to cover a given area, in the absence of node failures, the grid covers only a marginally longer distance than the hexagonal topology in equal number of hops. The triangular topology, with a relatively small number of extra nodes, covers a much larger distance.
To study the relative end-to-end routing performance via simulation, we consider the same m deployment area as in the link performance study, where 450, 572, 638, and 2700 nodes are placed in a hexagonal, grid, triangular, and random topology, respectively. The radio range of each node remains m. The nodes are assumed to be location aware, and local broadcasts ensure that all nodes are also aware of their local neighbors' locations. For each topology, we simulate geographic forwarding at the network layer using GloMoSim [27] . Traffic sources and sinks are selected at random. Packets are forwarded using maximum forward with fixed radius (MFR) without backward progression [28] , [29] . A packet is dropped if it cannot be forwarded further toward the final destination (due to lack of forwarding neighbors). Also, nodes have a fixed packet buffer of size 100 and packets are dropped without warning at an intermediate node if the buffer is full. There is no retransmission mechanism and data packets are considered lost when a receiver along the route is not able to decode packets due to high MAI. The radio transmission rate is 2 Mb/s. For each of the experiments described below, 20 random constaint bit rate CBR (CBR) sessions were initiated with each CBR source sending 5000 packets of size 50 Bytes to the destination. To obtain each point in the plots, five sets of data are taken. Our user-defined MAC layer only monitors the failure and sleep behavior of the local neighbors through an ideal common channel. For data packet transmission it emulates pure ALOHA protocol. In the radio (physical) layer, we incorporate log-distance path loss and log-normal signal fading (shadowing), and implement the CDMA receiver of choice (MF or MMSE)-the parameters taken are the same as in our link-level simulations. In determining the MAI at the receivers along a route, it is assumed that all interfering users have different codes.
Since network connectivity is highly dependent on the status of nodes (failed/sleeping/active), it is important to study the exact effect of node failure and awake time on the network performance. To study intermittent node failure dependent network performance, we set the node sleeping probability to zero, and in order to attain a steady state, we assume that when a node fails, either the node will recover or a neighbor will take over the routing task with probability , called failure-recovery probability. Denoting the intermittent node failure probability by and the steady-state node failure probability , we have the node was OK failure it was OK recovery failed the node was not OK recovery failed
Solving the above, we obtain (15) Likewise, the effect of node sleep/awake time is captured by setting the intermittent node failure probability to zero.
The sleep time and awake time of a node are assumed to vary randomly between a preset minimum and maximum limit. Denoting the minimum and maximum sleep time and awake time by , , , and , respectively, approximate sleep-induced steady-state node failure probability is Based on the combined node failure probability , a packet forwarding node is decided at the routing layer and the MAI-induced BER is obtained at the radio layer.
We first study intermittent node failure induced network throughput, where sleep probability is assumed zero. Fig. 10 shows the throughput performance of a synchronous CDMA system with MF or MMSE receivers and long Gold or short minTSC code set. We observe that the performance of the regular topologies follows the same trend irrespective of receiver type and signature code set. In particular, the MAI performance of the short minTSC codes in a regular topology (i.e., an underloaded system) is as good as the long Gold codes, as also noted in link-level performance studies. Nevertheless, the performance of the hexagonal topology degrades sharply with an increase in the node failure probability because there are fewer nodes in this topology for route recovery. On the other hand, the decrease in throughput with node failure probability in the triangular topology is much slower than the other two regular topologies, indicating the highest resilience in a failure-prone node environment. As a result, the triangular topology has the best network performance (despite its worst link-level performance). Thus, link-level performance alone may not give a complete picture and sometimes provides a misleading conclusion about the system performance. We also note that in each of the regular topologies there is a "critical node failure probability" up to which the throughput performance is better than that in the random topology. This is because up to this critical probability, the chance of finding a route in a regular topology is still very high, whereas in the random topology MAI has not been reduced enough. With a further increase in failure probability, routing failure in the regular topologies overrides their advantages of having low MAI, resulting in lower throughput.
We further note from Fig. 10 (a) and (b) that for the random topology with the long Gold codes, although the network has initially a lower throughput compared with the regular topologies (due to dominant MAI effects), its performance degrades at a much slower rate. Thus, at some (high) node failure probability, the throughput can be better than that of the regular topologies. When using the low-cost short minTSC codes in a dense random topology, the throughput is poor at low node failure probability [ Fig. 10(c) and (d) ] because of heavily overloaded receiver operation relative to the code length (which is consistent with the poor link-level performance of random topology with minTSC codes). The throughput increases with node failure probability due to reduction in MAI, which overrides the penalty of reduced connectivity.
The results with asynchronous users as shown in Fig. 11 are similar in trend to the synchronous case except that the MMSE receivers perform much better than MF receivers, and in addition, the random topology becomes less attractive even with long Gold codes since the benefits from reduced MAI cannot be obtained until we reach a higher node failure probability.
We note that in Figs. 10 and 11, the "effective" steady-state node failure probability [in (15) ] does not increase beyond 0.5 even when approaches 1.0. To capture the effect of a higher "effective" node failure probability, we can set and vary . Consider, as an example, a synchronous system with minTSC codes and with two different topologies-random and triangular. The dashed vertical lines in Fig. 12 show that with both MF and MMSE receivers the random topology system has two distinct performance regions (separated by dashed lines), the left of which is dominated by routing failure (i.e., -connectivity), whereas the right side is dominated by MAI. Slightly right shifted vertical line corresponding to the MMSE receiver system indicates its more MAI resilience. The performance of triangular topology, on the other hand, is entirely dominated by routing failure. Fig. 13 shows the average hop length of successful routes as a function of the node failure probability for all topologies with MF receivers and Gold codes. While each of the regular topologies tries to recover from node failure via longer routes, beyond a certain failure probability only short routes can be found, which explains the results in this figure. Due to the substantially larger total number of nodes, the random topology is still able to recover via long routes. Fig. 12 . Average throughput versus failure recovery probability in a synchronous system with random topology and minTSC codes (L = 15) (intermittent node failure probability p = 1:0). Fig. 13 . Average hop length of successful routes versus node failure probability (synchronous system, Gold codes, MF receiver).
In Fig. 14 , we examine the throughput performance as a function of the maximum node awake time . The actual awake time is modeled by a uniform RV that takes values between 1 and s. Sleep time is also modeled as a uniform RV with values between 1 and 2 s. The sleep probability is set at 0.01 and the node failure probability is zero. While the throughput of all regular topologies is relatively high and increases slightly with , for the random topology measurable throughput can be obtained only with the long Gold codes. This is because with the chosen parameters the MAI for the random topology is too high under low-cost short minTSC coding for both MF and MMSE receiver systems.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
There has been a significant amount of work on cellular CDMA systems [7] . In such a scenario, to minimize the near-far effect, a base station controls the transmission power of the mobile nodes under its coverage. A mobile node, however, has no control over its surrounding interfering nodes and can only ask for higher power transmission from its base station. The interference at the nodes of a sensor network is similar to that at the mobile nodes in a CDMA network. However, the sensor network problem differs in terms of the limited processing power, energy constraints, low (or no) mobility of the sensor nodes, and the distributed control nature of the problem.
The use of spread-spectrum techniques (DS-SS and FH-SS) have been proposed in the 802.11 standard [10] and for Bluetooth systems [30] . The primary issue addressed in these systems is interference reduction in a heterogeneous environment rather than MAI control/reduction and its effects on the network performance. Chen and Boorstyn [31] analyzed the throughput of a multihop wireless CDMA system based on the assumption of equal noise effects from all interferers. However, such an assumption may not be appropriate in either random or regular network topologies. Chang and Tassiulas [32] studied the effect of power control for routing in multihop wireless networks to maximize network lifetime, but did not consider channel interference. Gupta and Kumar [33] analyzed the throughput capacity bounds for multihop wireless networks with a random topology. In their work, simultaneous transmission by multiple users was considered as pure noise, and receiver structure and signature code specific effects on the network performance were not captured.
There have also been some work on topology control. A clustering protocol for sensor networks called LEACH [34] utilizes a randomized rotation of a local cluster-head to distribute power consumption evenly among sensors. The SPAN protocol proposed by Chen et al. [35] provides an activity scheduling mechanism based on surrounding nodes' activity and network connectivity requirements. The SPAN approach attempts to form a hexagonal structure among the coordinator nodes to minimize the total number of nodes involved in routing (aiding to energy savings). Another energy conservation approach called geographic adaptive forwarding (GAF) proposed by Xu et al. [36] relies on location information. The entire geographic location is divided into virtual grids and, irrespective of the density of node deployment, one node remains active within each grid to maintain network connectivity. In a two-tier data dissemination model proposed by Ye et al. [37] , each (randomly located) data generating node divides the network into a virtual grid with itself at the corner. Each node closest to the corner of a grid acts as a potential forwarding node. In this scheme, if there is a number of geographically distributed nodes generating data, then the forwarding nodes from each grid set (due to different data generating nodes) will form a set of randomly located active nodes.
We note that although there have been individual proposals and performance studies of grid and hexagonal topologies, to the best of our knowledge, comparative studies of the regular topologies and the random topology have not been reported. In this paper, specifically, we studied the physical layer constraints on link-level and network-level performance of a wireless CDMA sensor network. We characterized theoretically the MAI in a random topology network and showed that high network connectivity cannot be achieved without significantly increased MAI. To achieve a good MAI versus network connectivity tradeoff, we introduced a triangular topology. We studied the link-level (BER) and network-level (throughput) performance of the triangular topology, as well as the hexagonal, square grid, and random topology using conventional MF and MAI suppressive MMSE receivers with Gold signature code sets of length 63 and minTSC code sets of length 15.
The main conclusions from our performance evaluation are the following. 1) Network topology has a strong impact on potential receiver/signature design simplification (and hence, on sensor cost). 2) Although the triangular topology requires a slightly larger number of nodes and creates a somewhat stronger MAI environment than the other two regular topologies, its overall end-to-end routing performance is superior and has much more graceful degradation in failure-prone sensor networks. 3) It is beneficial to use a regular (for example, triangular) topology only up to a certain node failure rate beyond which throughput performance drops sharply well below the level of a corresponding (dense) random topology.
Our results can be useful as a performance benchmark study for different node activation/deployment strategies in field sensor networks, other radio receiver designs, and minTSC signature assignments of other lengths.
